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Session One: Building a Base 
Chat Message Transcript  

00:14:52 Rachel Rebello: Session 1.5: 
https://umassd.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEuceuhqTMvH9A9R09KxrIRnAYCDOAV5Dn
g 

00:15:13 Rachel Rebello: Additional sessions: https://instructionaldev.umassd.edu/workshops/ 

00:17:49 Hillary Farber: Can you put it in slide show mode so we can see text better pls? 

00:19:22 Rachel Rebello: Hillary, you can also toggle to Speaker view in the upper right corner. 

00:19:53 Rachel Rebello: Also, clicking full screen once in Speaker view will help.  

00:20:17 Zheng Chen: Will this slide be available after the workshop? 

00:20:19 Rachel Rebello: Andrew we can't see the template.  

00:21:12 Rachel Rebello: Zheng, yes, the slides and resources will be available afterwards in a 
follow up email 

00:21:29 Zheng Chen: Thank you! That will be very helpful. 

00:21:40 Zheng Chen: Yes. 

00:21:41 Rachel Rebello: Yes, but it's tiny 

00:21:52 Rachel Rebello: Can you share only the slides? 

00:22:29 Rachel Rebello: We see you and the slides 

00:22:36 Michael Desmarais: Looks ok on my screen 

00:22:55 Hillary Farber: Can we just talk about view options for a minute because my choices are 
fit to window so I can see whole slide and then it’s too small for me to read in many 
cases or 100% which cuts off most of slide 

00:23:17 Amy Shapiro: Can you start the slideshow instead of the whole PPT 

00:23:36 Amy Shapiro: You can share just the thing you 

00:23:38 Amy Shapiro: Re working on 

00:23:42 Rachel Rebello: PERFECT 

00:23:50 Rachel Rebello: Yes, that's what was needed. 
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00:23:50 Hillary Farber: Yes bigger 

00:23:55 Mark Silby: Looks fine 

00:23:56 Ziddi Msangi: Looks great 

00:24:45 Rachel Rebello: Folks, he has multiple monitors so I think Zoom's screen share was 
trying to display all of it to us.  

00:24:46 Robert Darst: That was actually a very useful lesson! Turn off everyone's video if you're 
trying to show something when you're sharing your screen. 

00:25:34 Rachel Rebello: There is a way to show video and your screen at once. It may just be a 
setting in a person's Zoom. We can look into that and send info along with our session 
follow up email. Thanks for your patience and understanding. 

00:26:49 Hillary Farber: Yes Rachel - one of my colleagues said she had some option about ratio 
something in view options which I did not have. often, I am in zoom meetings and I can 
barely see the text 

00:28:24 Rachel Rebello: Hillary, there was a recent Zoom update. Please be sure you have the 
most recent version. Let me get you that info 

00:33:19 Robert Darst: Is it possible to create a window in time during which the students can 
start a test, without decreasing the amount of time that each student has to complete 
the task? 

00:33:25 Rachel Rebello: To check your version of Zoom, be sure you are not currently in a 
meeting then: click on the desktop application>click profile picture>Help>About Zoom. 

00:33:37 Rachel Rebello: Hi Robert, Yes.  

00:34:03 Rachel Rebello: You will want to set the time frame via availability dates then use the 
timer setting to set the time allowed once started. 

00:34:26 Amy Shapiro: Are there any tools or strategies to prevent students from working on the 
quiz together over text, phone, etc.? 

00:35:20 Rachel Rebello: Hi Amy, allotting shorter time per question, randomizing order, 
preventing back-tracking, and choosing one questions at a time is helpful. 

00:35:37 Amy Shapiro: Thanks 

00:36:01 Rachel Rebello: Also, be sure to set the display of results to be after all students have 
submitted or at a particular date. 

00:36:32 Hillary Farber: Rachel maybe you can follow up with me via email b/c I don’t want to 
annoy everyone with my issue but I get notices to update Zoom all the time and I hit 
submit and it claims it updates and I seriously doubt it is updating. thanks 

00:36:44 Nancy O'Connor: Students like to be able to backtrack 
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00:37:02 Nancy O'Connor: It is what they would do under normal conditions (f2f) 

00:37:24 Rachel Rebello: Hi Nancy, it is a preference and you can choose these settings based on 
what you feel works best for your course.  

00:38:17 Rachel Rebello: There are also other factors that help to eliminate cheating in the f2f 
environment, (proctoring, no cell phones allowed, etc.) 

00:38:37 Rachel Rebello: Hi Hillary - I am working on emailing you that info now:) 

00:44:02 Michael Desmarais: I used a discussion forum when we transitioned online last semester 
and it was very effective.  I chose a current event topic each week for students to reflect 
on and comment on other student's posts.   

00:44:34 Robert Darst: In one of my classes, I conduct simulated international negotiations. The 
participants need to be able to privately communicate with one another. Can this be 
done within a discussion form? 

00:44:39 Rachel Rebello: Rubrics for assessment: https://edtechteacher.org/assessment/ 

00:44:47 Michael Desmarais: Can you provide a rubric template for discussion boars 

00:45:04 Rachel Rebello: Robert - you can create private discussions using the Groups tool. 

00:45:20 Rachel Rebello: Michael - please see https://edtechteacher.org/assessment/ 

00:46:04 Rachel Rebello: Robert - students can also have these private discussions via Zoom and 
submit their recordings to you via the Assignment tool. 

00:49:11 Hillary Farber: Can we use track changes in my courses with their doc and send it back? 

00:50:01 Rachel Rebello: Hillary - not track changes as it functions in MS Word, but the grader 
tool allows you to include comments, highlights, etc. 

00:50:19 Robert Darst: It would be very helpful if you could tweak myCourses so that it rejects file 
submitted in other formats, such as the unreadable "pages." 

00:50:22 Rachel Rebello: Grading an Assignment in myCourses: 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/D4rR_2WRzZw 

00:50:49 Rachel Rebello: This grader is changing later on in the summer. You can expect to see 
updates and notifications about this coming from Instructional Development when that 
happens.  

00:51:23 Rachel Rebello: Robert - we don't have that ability, unfortunately. 

00:52:02 Rachel Rebello: That being said, the file types that are acceptable are listed out for 
students prior to submitting a file. 

00:52:52 Rachel Rebello: Support File Types for myCourses: 
https://help.blackboard.com/Learn/Student/Assignments/Supported_File_Types 
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00:53:42 Rachel Rebello: Providing this link to students may also be helpful to encourage proper 
files. 

00:55:08 Rachel Rebello: Plagiarism Detection with SafeAssign: 
https://instructionaldev.umassd.edu/plagiarism-detection-service/ 

00:55:49 Hillary Farber: Rachel- you are sending links but I am in screen share so I cannot click on 
these or save this right now correct? I cannot even copy the link because I am in screen 
share, I have to wait until I go into recording? 

00:56:33 Rachel Rebello: Hillary - the links I am sending via the chat are not clickable hyperlinks 
to you? 

00:58:18 Rachel Rebello: We will be sending out a follow up email to this session with resources, 
but you should be able to click on the links that are provided in the chat. You will not be 
able to click on chat links from the session recording however. 

01:00:36 Robert Darst: Is it possible to rename students in discussion boards? This would be very 
useful in role-playing situations. 

01:00:41 Mark Silby: Can students edit a single doc together in there (e.g. like google docs)? 

01:01:33 Rachel Rebello: Hi Mark - not in myCourses, but students do have access to Office365 
tools if that is something you would like to offer. 

01:01:52 Mark Silby: Thanks! 

01:02:07 Rachel Rebello: Robert - you cannot change their actual names in myCourses, but you 
can certainly name the group anything you would like. 

01:03:33 Marni Kellogg: Thank you! This was helpful in forming some new ideas. 

01:03:47 Rachel Rebello: Marni - great to hear! 

01:03:53 Amy Araujo: Thank you! 

01:04:13 Michael Desmarais: Thank you Andrew and Rachel.  Looking forward to next week. 

01:04:20 Jay Zysk: Excellent workshop! thanks Andrew and Rachel. 

01:04:25 Rachel Rebello: Great - see you then Michael 

01:04:35 Rachel Rebello: Hi Jay - Thank you! 

01:04:38 Ziddi Msangi: Thank you, very helpful. 

01:04:40 Anna Schierberl Scherr: Very helpful—thanks! 

01:04:45 Mark Silby: Thanks Andrew and Rachel! 

01:04:46 Gokhan Kul: Thanks! 
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